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COLD OPEN

INT. OFFICE - AFTERNOON

VALON REGGINS (27), short, pale, with clammy, acne-scarred 
skin and long black hair that trails, unkept, down the back 
of his neck, wears a white shirt with black tie while sitting 
at his computer in a tiny cubicle. 

He leans back, taps his PEN on the cubicle ledge.

In the adjacent cubicles, CO-WORKERS have spherical holograms 
around their heads, projected by thin red VISORS that rest 
above their eyebrows.  

Internet pop-ups, text messages, video chats, games, graphs, 
news shows, and trails of data circle their SPHERES, covering 
their faces.  Their hands idle at their computers.

Valon wears an identical Visor, but his hologram is empty. 

Valon taps his pen three more times, making a noticeable 
SOUND that echoes down the hall, but nobody notices.

Valon SIGHS, pulls in his arm, sinks into his chair.

POV VALON:  The only thing in Valon’s hologram is a SIDEBAR 
that reads: “0 Friends, 0 Messages”. 

Valon leans on his fist, penetrating the hologram so it 
BUZZES and SPARKS around his wrist.

POV VALON:  Valon mentally brings up the web-page, 
“HEADSPHERE.COM”.  Hundreds of PROFILE PICTURES and GRAPHS 
fly around his sphere, making him reel from the information. 

POV VALON:  A SEARCH BAR appears, he mentally types “AMY 
BOA”.  The PICTURE of a beautiful, blonde, white woman in a 
red bikini, smiling on a beach with three FRIENDS appears, 
attached to an upwards green GRAPH. 

Valon turns his head to spot AMY BOA (27), three cubicles 
down.  She is beautiful and elegant, yet professional, 
intimidating in her sharp striped-pantsuit, TYPING with fury. 

BERENS (O.S.)
Valon!  How’s it going?

CHRISTEN R. BERENS (42), large, white, greasy, with a broad 
face of flabby putty inside a cut square jaw, puts a giant, 
clammy hand on Valon’s shoulder that leaves a sweat stain. 

VALON jumps, closes the page, turns around too fast.
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VALON
Fine, Mr. Berens! 

BERENS
Hey, I told you to cut the “Mister” 
stuff.  We’re friends, remember? 

Valon taps his temple, where the NODE of his Visor sits.

VALON
Not on here, we’re not.

BERENS
Hey, you know that’s just business.  
I can’t friend someone with zero 
friends, not if I want to keep my 
own Life Stock up.

An upwards GRAPH with Berens’ face appears on his Headsphere.

BERENS (CONT’D)
I’ve really been taking off lately.  
People are finally investing in me! 

VALON
Have you ever thought the world was 
better before we made people’s 
identities publicly traded stock?

BERENS
Hey, don’t talk that way at the 
office.  But, are you free after 
work?

VALON
For what?

BERENS
Just to hang out.  As friends.

VALON
But, we’re not friends. 

BERENS
(sarcastic)

Not on here we’re not.  

VALON
Well, aright, what did you-

A box showing CYNTHIA (34), an attractive white woman, pops 
up on Berens’ Headsphere.  
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CYNTHIA (SCREEN)
Hey there, Christen.  What are you 
up to tonight?

A “WINKY FACE” emoticon pops up next to Cynthia. 

BERENS
Hold on, baby.

(to Valon)
Sorry, bud.  Tomorrow, then.

Berens walks off.  Valon slumps even lower into his seat. 

Valon turns to watch Berens walk past Amy and enter his 
office.  Valon focuses on the words “CHRISTEN R. BERENS” and 
“DEPARTMENT HEAD” engraved on the wood door as it closes.

EXT. MANHATTAN - FIANANCIAL DISTRICT - DAY

Valon walks down the sidewalk, passing NEWS STANDS, 
overflowing TRASH CANS, and sleeping HOMELESS PEOPLE. 

It is evident technology has grown.  All PEDESTRIANS wear 
Headspheres.  Large “MEDIA ORBS” hang from street-lights, 
displaying various televised NEWS PROGRAMS and COMMERCIALS. 

As Valon passes, he cannot help but look up.

MALE ANCHOR (SCREEN)
Well, New Years is over and it is 
officially January 2nd, 2044, with 
record colds for this time of year.

MONTAGE:

EXT. MANHATTAN - DAY

New, taller SKYSCRAPERS and SPIRES fill the skyline, along 
with large double-decker FREEWAYS above the regular streets.

Futuristic BUSSES, TAXIS, and CARS speed around, leaving 
trails of POLLUTION behind them. 

The air is filled with grey SMOG. 

On street-corners, people chain-smoke CIGARETTES and CIGARS 
through their Headspheres.  

STEAM shoots out of a fracture in the street, billows from an 
orange construction pipe, hisses from subway grates.

Factories pump out SMOKE that floats down the East River.
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Unbroken grey CLOUDS hang over the tops of the buildings. 

EXT. MANHATTAN - TIMES SQUARE - HEADSPHERE STORE - DAY

A large, glass, cube-building with the “HEADSPHERE LOGO” and 
“NEW MODEL” flashing below it is attacked by a MOB.

INT. HEADSPHERE STORE - DAY

The mob punches, kicks, tramples each other to get their red 
HEADSPHERE BOXES to the row of CASHIERS.

END OF MONTAGE.

EXT. MANHATTAN - FINANCIAL DISTRICT - AFTERNOON

Valon walks with a jumbled crowd of fellow SUIT-WEARERS, 
passes rows of Media Orbs, cannot keep from watching.

MALE ANCHOR (SCREEN)
Harry Murdon skyrocketed again 
today, despite the fact that he’s 
been in a coma for two weeks!

FEMALE ANCHOR (SCREEN)
Yes, but Gerald Plummer took a nose 
dive when his recent friend 
acquisition, Tony Randalf, proved 
to be a toxic asset.  

INSERT VIDEO: STOCK BROKERS fight each other on the SALES 
FLOOR beneath a giant MONITOR showing a downward red arrow.

FEMALE ANCHOR (V.O.) (CONT’D)
This has caused many of Gerald’s 
friends to lose friends as well, 
creating a domino effect that 
experts fear may cause another 
recession.

MALE ANCHOR (SCREEN)
Let’s all hope for the best.

People watch the news and their Headspheres as they walk into 
the street, causing a CAR to swerve, crash into the sidewalk.

Nobody but Valon notices, because of his empty Headsphere.

Valon runs over to the car crash.
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VALON
Somebody get help!

Valon kneels by tubby MAN 1 (35), trapped under the car.

MAN 1
(to Visor)

Sorry, Mom.  No, I’m okay.  Some 
idiot just hit me with his car.  
I’ll be home for dinner.

The DRIVER (32) video-chats with WOMAN 1 (32) on his 
Headsphere, still behind the wheel, with air-bags deployed.

DRIVER
(to Visor)

No, baby, some dumb-ass just walked 
right in front of me.  It’s okay, 
I’m still winning our word game.

Driver plays a CROSSWORD GAME in his Headsphere.

VALON
(to crowd)

Never mind!

Nobody reacts.  Disgusted, Valon walks away.

FEMALE ANCHOR (O.S.)
Everyone is buzzing about Scarlet 
Hosen’s free-fall through the de-
friend zone.  They say she might 
only have eight friends left!

Valon looks up to the Media Orb as he enters the SUBWAY.

MALE ANCHOR (SCREEN)
Please, Gina, nobody could have 
that few friends.  That’s 
impossible!

INT. SUBWAY PLATFORM - AFTERNOON

Valon waits at the platform, looks at his watch, then to the 
OLD LADY (65), beside him. 

VALON
Excuse me, do you have the time?  
My watch stopped.
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OLD LADY
Why don’t you just ask a friend--

(shocked)
Oh, God. 

VALON’S PROFILE appears on her Headsphere, along with a red 
GRAPH that has been at “ZERO” for years.

OLD LADY (CONT’D)
Stay away!  Don’t touch me!

Old Lady turns, sprints away.

VALON
At least I talk to people right in 
front of me!

Valon turns to a BUSINESS MAN with a watch. 

VALON (CONT’D)
Like you, sir?  You must have the 
time!?

As the rest of the SUBWAY CROWD turns to look at him, Valon’s 
profile pops up on all of their Headspheres. 

They all back away as the TRAIN arrives, not wanting to enter 
the same SUBWAY CAR as him. 

INT. SUBWAY CAR - NIGHT

Valon’s stares out the WINDOW.  Intermittent lights fly by, 
illuminating his REFLECTION. 

Valon gazes into his reflection’s reflection in his PUPILS as 
they passes in and out of sight, puts a hand on the window. 

INT. SUBWAY SYSTEM - NIGHT

Valon’s face and the train speed away down the tunnel. 

Camera stays on the dreary underworld of the subways. 

INSERT TITLE CARD: “FIFTH DIMENSION”

END OF COLD OPEN
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